
Imam Sharf Qadri published his first book about alaHazrat in 1968 entitled Yaad-e-A’la 
Hazrat. Imam Qadri is amongst those scholars who contributed substantial efforts in 
researching for the Ahlu’s Sunnah and especially the Imam of Ahlu’s Sunnah, the 
Mujaddid of Bareilly. These writings and research on alaHazrat include:

His own work

13 Arabic books and essays
22 Arabic essays that he translated to Urdu
47 Urdu books and essays
90 articles and essays published in periocals

alaHazrat's books which he worked on

7 Arabic books of alaHazrat to which he wrote marginalia
22 Arabic books for which he wrote prologues
3 books that he translated from Urdu to Arabic
19 books that he translated from Arabic to Urdu
1 Farsi book of alaHazrat published
5 Farsi books to which he wrote marginalia
7 Farsi books that he translated to Urdu
5 Farsi books that he wrote Urdu marginalia for
etc.

Imam Qadri wrote more than 23 books and essays on alaHazrat, eg:

Yaad-e-A’la Hazrat, Haripur 1968
Sawanih Siraj ul Fuqaha, Lahore 1972
A’la Hazrat Imam Ahmad Raza Barelwi, Lahore 1972
Imam Ahmad Raza apnoN aur ghayroN Ki nazar meiN, Lahore 1985
Sheeshe ke ghar, Lahore 1986
Andhere se ujaale tak, Lahore 1986
Imam Ahmad Raza aur Radd-e-Shi’a, Karachi 1986
Tarjuman-e-Qur’an Imam Ahmad Raza Barelwi, Lahore 1988
Al-Barelwiya ka tahqeeqi aur tanqeedi Jayeza, Lahore 1991
Imam Ahmad Raza par aik ilzaam Ki haqeeqat, Lahore 1993
Taqdees-e-Uluhiyat aur Imam Ahmad Raza, Karachi 1993
Min ‘aqayid ahl al-sunnah (Arabic), Lahore 1995
Fatawa Rizwiya ki infiraadi khususiyat, Lahore 1996
Qur’ani tarajim ka taqabuli jayeza

But 2 of them are especially important. 

 Al-Barelwiya ka tahqeeqi aur tanqeedi Jayeza 
 Min ‘aqayid ahl al-sunnah, Lahore/Mumbai, 1995



Both were in refutation of the infamous book, al-Barelwiya. There is no doubt that in 
these 2 books, Imam Qadri exposed the fallacies contained in al-Barelwiya and destroyed 
the lies that its author concocted.


